Specifications TableSubjectRenewable Energy, Sustainability and the EnvironmentSpecific subject areaCarbon Capture and StorageType of dataTablesHow data were acquiredThe data were acquired through the comprehensive SCADA system for the process plant. This include information from flow, temperature, pressure transmitters. Samples were taken in order to determine CO~2~ loading through standardized methods.Data formatCalculated steady state data based on averaged raw data over 5 minutes intervalsParameters for data collectionThe data were collected under standard operational conditionsDescription of data collectionThe data were collected under standard operational conditionsData source locationTechnology Centre Mongstad, Mongstad, NorwayData accessibilityWith the articleRelated research articleAuthor\'s name: Philip Fosbøl, Randi Neerup, Susana Almeida, Amirali Rezazadeh, Jozsef Gaspar, Anette Knarvik, Nina Flø\
Title: Results of the fourth Technology Centre Mongstad campaign: LVC testing\
Journal: International Journal of Greenhouse Gas Control\
DOI: <https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijggc.2019.06.025>**Value of the Data**•The data describes a comprehensive lean vapour compressor testing campaign at the Technology Centre Mongstad, Norway that serves as benchmark in the field of optimizing the carbon capture and storage (CCS) technology.•There are several stakeholders focused on full-scale carbon capture and storage (CCS) demonstration. Many industries around the world could significantly benefit from full-scale implementations of CCS.•The data can be used for the design of future CCS sites, which rely on reducing the energy consumption on the entire process.•The data are unique as it is the first time lean vapour compression tests at the world\'s largest test facility for CO~2~ capture are presented.

1. Data {#sec1}
=======

The data presented in this article is providing the supplementary information from the lean vapor compression (LVC) campaign at Technology Centre Mongstad, Norway. A detailed description of the LVC campaign is presented in the work by Fosbøl et al. [@bib1]. The LVC campaign was performed in June 2018. The campaign was divided into two main phases a base case and a LVC test phase. Cases from 1A to 1F represent the base cases and the cases ranging from 2A to 2F are the LVC test phase. The process variables from the pilot campaign are shown in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}. The standard deviations given in the table are based on averaged raw data given over 5 min intervals. The table gives information such as the inlet conditions to absorber and stripper. It also provides details on temperatures around the main heat exchanger.Table 1Overview of process variables for the 16 cases, 1A to 2F.Table 1DescriptionUnitCase 1A-1Case 1BCase 1CCase 1A-2Case 1DCase 1ECase 1FCase 2ACase 2BCase 2C-1Case 2C-2Case 2C-3Case 2D-1Case 2D-2Case 2ECase 2FCHP Flue gas flow rate into absorberSm^3^/hmean34985349833499634997349853498434995349963498634988349893499535001349913499634991stdev60455061636063636061425365476047CO~2~ concentration into absorbervol%, drymean13.513.713.613.513.713.511.013.913.713.713.713.813.913.713.611.2stdev0.040.060.040.050.030.090.020.030.040.030.040.030.020.030.040.04Flue gas temperature into absorber°Cmean30.230.130.030.030.130.030.030.13030.129.930.029.9303030.0stdev0.250.040.040.040.050.040.050.040.040.040.040.040.030.060.040.05Flue gas inlet pressurebargmean0.0170.0170.0180.0170.0180.0180.0180.0170.0170.0180.0180.0180.0180.0190.0180.018stdev6E-052E-045E-053E-042E-042E-047E-1836E-042E-047E-181E-047E-053E-052E-042E-051E-17Lean solvent temperature°Cmean5454.054.052.554.054.054.050.854.0054.054.054.054.054.054.054.0stdev0.230.100.020.40.020.070.020.090.170.10.020.040.030.040.020.03Lean solvent densitykg/m^3^mean1047105810601047106910611064104810591065106310621070106910631065stdev0.800.700.260.460.790.320.480.100.190.190.420.090.180.140.150.15Lean solvent flow ratet/hmean120.1160.7200.5120.5200.6200.1201.3120.2165.6200.9200.8200.6201.7201.7200.9202.1stdev0.20.20.20.10.50.70.20.30.31.20.30.50.30.30.30.4Flue gas temperature out of absorber°Cmean31.430.730.734.031.432.131.631.631.430.831.531.432.333.730.931.6stdev0.120.060.060.360.120.090.030.140.090.10.150.030.150.140.060.04CO~2~ out of the absorbervol%, wetmean1.51.71.51.63.11.51.21.61.61.91.71.63.12.91.51.3stdev0.060.080.020.090.030.040.020.060.040.030.080.010.020.040.030.02Rich amine T out from absorber°Cmean43.447.651.34349.851.251.743.248.15150.951.449.649.751.451.8stdev0.140.230.040.480.110.090.030.10.060.090.090.040.040.040.050.05Rich amine flow going to the HEt/hmean127.3168.0208.0128.0207.5207.5207.5128.0173.0208.0208.0208.0208.0208.0208.0208.0stdev0.50.020.30.050.040.060.040.040.030.040.040.030.040.030.030.02Rich amine density to HEkg/m^3^mean1107110010931104109810941090110711001097109610951100109910961092stdev1.10.770.330.920.600.410.420.130.170.210.290.090.180.170.210.25Rich amine out from HE°Cmean109.3108.9108.3110.3106.6106.8108.195.193.993.396.192.191.994.893.193.2stdev0.140.080.060.330.090.10.060.070.060.130.050.050.060.050.040.06Lean amine to HE°Cmean120.6119.1118.3120.4116.7116.5117.8103.2101.8101104.399.599.8103.1100.8100.7stdev0.030.030.020.040.030.050.030.020.050.060.030.030.050.030.020.05Lean amine to sea water cooler°Cmean51.957.360.952.559.360.661.250.855.458.358.658.556.957.458.659.0stdev0.130.190.060.370.080.130.050.090.060.130.080.040.060.070.050.05P in stripper bottombargmean0.980.980.980.980.980.840.980.980.980.980.980.980.980.980.840.98stdev0.0010.0020.0010.0010.0010.0020.0010.0010.0010.0020.0010.0010.0010.0010.0010.001Temperature in stripper bottom°Cmean120.9119.4118.5120.9116.9116.7118.2120.8118.6117.1117.5117.6115115.2115.7116.7stdev0.030.030.020.020.050.040.030.010.040.050.110.020.050.050.050.05Top stripper outlet temperature°Cmean96.997.598.798.196.797.299.988.888.789.191.188.587.289.389.290.8stdev0.120.150.050.110.070.110.070.090.050.080.110.040.080.160.060.08Top stripper outlet pressurebargmean0.940.950.950.950.940.800.950.940.950.940.950.950.950.950.800.95stdev0.0010.0020.0020.0010.0010.0020.0010.0020.0010.0010.0010.0010.0010.0010.0010.001Top stripper outlet flowkg/hmean8623865589718842747495117543735770846979743171595935640477285997stdev40773555266641363349643452324043CO~2~ Outlet overhead system pressurebargmean0.900.900.900.900.900.750.900.900.900.900.900.900.900.900.750.900.00080.00080.00040.00090.00030.0020.00070.0010.00050.0010.00080.00070.00030.00060.00090.0004Temperature out of reboiler (HE)°Cmean123.3122.7122.5123119.7118.4120.1122.6121.8119.6119.6119.8118.4118.5117.5119.3stdev0.090.040.030.030.110.050.020.020.030.040.050.020.030.020.020.03Pressure out of reboiler (HE)bargmean0.950.960.960.960.960.830.970.950.960.970.980.970.970.970.830.97stdev0.0010.0020.0020.0010.0020.0020.0010.0010.0010.0010.0010.0010.00040.0010.0010.001Temperature into reboiler (HE)°Cmean120.8119.1118.2120.6116.7116.6117.9120.5118.3116.8117.2117.4114.7114.9115.5116.5stdev0.050.030.020.040.040.050.040.020.060.050.120.030.040.040.040.05Pressure into reboiler (HE)bargmean1.11.21.21.21.21.11.21.21.21.21.21.21.21.21.11.2stdev0.0010.0020.0020.0010.0040.0020.0010.0010.0020.0020.0010.0010.0010.0010.0010.001Temperature of steam into reboiler°Cmean160.2157.2166.7157.1159.1168.5162.1158.8159.2159.9154.5157.6156.9155.6155.4158stdev3.31.10.320.311.10.600.460.171.20.150.230.090.100.320.60.8Pressure of steam into reboilerbargmean2.82.82.92.72.32.52.42.32.32.12.32.21.92.02.02.0stdev0.010.010.010.010.010.020.010.010.010.010.010.010.0040.010.010.01Flow of steam into reboilerkg/hmean12088126291328212141115271262811649965297709960110111014790899723106568898stdev204984066585342414749975034386548Temperature of steam upstream°Cmean156.7150.6168.2153.0159.3170.4163.2160.8161.1161.8154.5159.4159.3157.6156.6160.4stdev7.54.20.41.21.70.60.50.21.40.20.70.20.10.40.90.8Reboiler outlet temperatue, steam°Cmean122.7120.9119.8122.0117.9117.3118.8122.5120.5118.1118.1118.5116116.1116.2117.6stdev0.070.040.040.060.110.070.020.010.120.050.080.020.060.040.040.06Reboiler outlet pressure, steambargmean2.82.82.92.72.32.52.42.32.32.12.22.21.92.02.02.0stdev0.0090.010.010.010.010.020.0070.0070.0070.0080.0130.0070.0040.0060.0080.008Condenser bottom flowkg/hmean2878297732543123248434152893174616891708199917061413161919911600stdev3439173616212320151931207131914Condenser bottom temperature°Cmean16.71616.416.116.416.315.716.716.716.416.416.116.716.316.715.7stdev0.060.130.030.090.170.120.10.070.070.050.060.020.080.370.020.06Condenser outlet temperature, hot side°Cmean17.517.017.517.017.417.317.516.817.516.917.516.717.617.317.516.5stdev0.130.140.060.130.20.180.110.110.10.130.120.080.080.30.090.09Flow of seawater to condenser inletkg/hmean92278987161041931050408188512861290363557814781649786549665189034865400705904743988stdev852117617106508610554574844973141391487450544Temperature of seawater to condenser inlet°Cmean7.77.67.67.78.68.48.47.77.77.77.77.67.77.77.88.0stdev0.020.0060.020.010.170.110.020.0080.030.050.010.020.010.020.070.06Temperature of seawater to condenser outlet°Cmean28.327.428.027.228.425.72928.731.030.130.329.133.632.529.631.2stdev0.220.210.070.180.220.210.170.190.180.180.230.130.170.670.180.23Flow of CO~2~ out of condenser drumkg/hmean7553746874047443658974086038772674737290741975396627662774096114stdev21332647234827332947493526233345Amine flash vessel pressurebargmean1.01.01.01.01.00.871.00.0460.0460.0470.20−0.00610.0430.190.0460.044stdev0.0010.0010.0010.0030.0020.0010.0010.0010.0020.0020.0010.0010.0010.0010.0010.002Flash vessel inlet temperature°Cmean112.0110.3108.5111107108.8108101.7100.8100.3103.89999.1102.6100.3100.1stdev0.070.090.060.680.120.060.160.030.050.060.030.030.050.030.030.05Lean amine temperature to antisurge HE°Cmean120.8119.2118.4120.5116.8116.6117.9102.3101.4100.8104.199.499.5102.9100.7100.5stdev0.050.030.030.030.030.050.040.020.040.050.040.020.050.030.020.05Lean amine flow to flash vesselt/hmean114.9152.6190.3116.0188.5189.6190.6117.7160.4193.4193.2194.6192.6191.7193.5194.6stdev0.50.30.30.61.00.40.30.40.50.80.70.50.40.70.80.8Inlet pressure to compressorbargmean0.950.950.940.950.940.800.94−0.066−0.069−0.0600.091−0.13−0.0770.089−0.061−0.072stdev0.0050.00060.00090.0040.0010.0020.0010.0010.0020.0020.0010.0010.0010.0020.0010.001Inlet temperature to compressor°Cmean35.645.444.542.760.042.362.5100.499.598.9102.897.397.6101.699.098.6stdev0.740.520.6010.20.255.80.730.020.040.050.030.020.050.040.030.05Outlet pressure from compressorbargmean0.920.870.860.880.880.700.871.041.051.061.001.040.990.970.871.01stdev0.010.0090.0050.0050.0040.0040.0020.0030.0090.0030.0010.0020.0020.0040.0020.006Outlet temperature from compressor°Cmean25.020.917.818.929.322.041.3192.2190.7188.9171.9197.5188.8170.7178.3189.4stdev0.860.170.161.00.331.03.00.060.150.280.180.070.060.20.090.43Lean loading[a](#tbl1fna){ref-type="table-fn"}mol/mol0.2150.2650.290-[b](#tbl1fnb){ref-type="table-fn"}0.3180.2730.2920.2010.2660.2840.2800.2850.3180.3180.2880.301Rich loading[a](#tbl1fna){ref-type="table-fn"}mol/mol0.4830.5240.507-[b](#tbl1fnb){ref-type="table-fn"}0.5070.4860.4670.5430.5130.4930.4880.4830.4930.5010.4960.467CO~2~ capture%mean90.188.989.788.978.789.889.589.889.487.488.489.579.280.589.689.4stdev0.40.50.10.60.20.30.20.20.30.20.50.10.10.020.20.2Q[c](#tbl1fnc){ref-type="table-fn"}~SRD~MJ/kg CO~2~mean3.603.774.003.663.903.834.342.792.903.043.293.003.033.233.203.26stdev0.060.040.020.040.030.040.020.020.020.020.020.020.020.020.030.02Q[d](#tbl1fnd){ref-type="table-fn"}~LVC~GJ electric/ton CO~2~mean0.0000.0000.0000.0000.0000.0000.0000.190.190.190.140.210.210.140.150.24stdev0.0000.0000.0000.0000.0000.0000.0000.0080.0010.0010.0010.0010.0010.0020.0010.001Antisurge cooler inlet cold side temp°Cmean1211191181211171171181021011011049999103101101stdev0.050.030.030.030.030.050.040.020.040.050.040.020.050.030.020.05Antisurge cooler outlet cold side temp°Cmean120.6119.1118.3120.4116.7116.5117.8103.2101.8101104.399.599.8103.1100.8100.7stdev0.030.030.020.040.030.050.030.020.050.060.030.030.050.030.020.05Antisurge cooler outlet cold side flowt/hmean117.6161.7201.52122.7199.4200.6201.4120.8164.3198.1198.9198.1197.8198.3198.5199.1stdev0.260.260.270.130.690.760.360.380.350.110.330.560.30.320.320.36Seawater flow to antisurgekg/hmean33294331183332933189331733281833242332433330833253333623330133350333993333133468stdev723241825117315816116764191152201155156212154Temp. of seawater out of antisurge°Cmean7.87.77.67.78.68.48.48.98.78.88.88.48.38.68.79.0stdev0.090.030.030.050.150.090.020.010.050.050.020.010.020.020.070.04Temp. of seawater to antisurge inlet°Cmean7.77.67.67.78.68.48.47.77.77.77.77.67.77.77.88.0stdev0.020.0060.020.010.170.110.020.0080.030.050.010.020.010.020.070.06[^1][^2][^3][^4]

The absorber temperature profiles for the base cases are given in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}, [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}. The stripper temperature profiles for the base and the LVC cases are listed in [Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}, [Table 5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"} respectively.Table 2Absorber temperature profiles for base cases.Table 2h (m)Position of temperature probe[a](#tbl2fna){ref-type="table-fn"}Case 1A-1Case 1A-2Case 1BCase 1CCase 1DCase 1ECase 1FT (°C)Std. Dev.\
(°C)T (°C)Std. Dev. (°C)T (°C)Std. Dev. (°C)T (°C)Std. Dev. (°C)T (°C)Std. Dev. (°C)T (°C)Std. Dev. (°C)T (°C)Std. Dev. (°C)0Below lower packing480.12480.37540.36580.3560.2590.22590.270.5a480.14470.38530.34570.18550.18570.23570.21b390.14390.29450.09480.05470.06470.11490.06c360.19360.15420.09460.06450.05460.12470.07d360.18360.1400.07440.09440.1440.1450.071.5a480.13480.41540.17580.1560.12570.13580.11b380.13390.27450.08490.05480.06480.11500.04c470.11470.24570.22640.08600.11640.19660.05d380.13380.14450.1500.08490.07500.14510.052.5a570.18560.53640.26670.09640.15660.16670.08b410.1410.34490.1530.06520.07530.12540.05c480.11480.47550.15580.08570.13580.11590.06d460.1460.36550.13590.1570.1590.15610.043.5a550.17550.55620.22660.08630.14650.13660.06b460.1460.45540.13580.07560.07580.14590.05c430.09430.26520.14570.07560.07570.17590.04d460.1460.23550.18620.1590.09610.22630.054.5a620.24610.61680.27710.08680.13710.14710.05b520.15520.56610.2640.08620.1640.16650.06c440.09440.2530.14600.11570.09590.2610.05d480.11480.34590.22660.08620.08650.2670.075.5a630.27620.63690.29720.08690.13720.14720.05b520.16510.55610.2650.08620.09650.16660.08c490.13490.25590.21660.09630.12650.22670.08d470.1460.23560.19630.1600.09630.22650.096.5a640.28630.64700.28730.06700.13730.13730.06b550.18540.62640.23680.07650.1680.17690.06c490.12480.25580.44650.1620.13650.34670.08d510.13510.37630.25690.08650.09680.22690.047.5a68.80.2867.30.6373.80.26760.0672.50.1275.80.1274.80.03b57.30.2256.70.6666.80.2270.50.0866.80.12700.1570.60.05c550.1854.40.5666.10.2870.60.0766.90.170.30.1970.70.03d54.70.16540.3765.10.26710.0967.10.1170.50.1871.20.048.5a70.40.3168.80.6674.90.2576.80.0573.50.1176.60.1175.30.03b64.20.3630.7371.40.2474.10.0670.40.1273.70.1473.30.04c57.10.2156.30.57680.2572.40.0668.60.11720.16720.04d57.10.2156.60.3867.40.2572.70.0968.90.172.50.1572.40.049.5a70.50.28690.6574.90.2276.70.0573.40.1176.50.11750.03b62.10.26N/AN/A70.60.22N/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/Ac61.30.28600.470.10.2975.10.0671.20.174.80.1573.90.03d61.70.2360.60.5471.10.2274.80.0571.30.1174.60.1373.70.0310.5a73.10.2671.70.5876.50.1877.80.04750.0977.70.0975.80.03b67.50.2866.20.6973.70.1975.80.0472.80.0975.70.1174.30.02c68.30.26670.7174.20.1776.10.0473.20.0975.90.0974.40.02d65.10.2663.90.4572.60.2476.30.0572.90.0876.10.1274.70.0311.5a73.50.2672.10.4976.30.1777.80.0375.20.0877.70.0975.60.03b72.10.2470.90.5375.70.1577.20.0374.80.0777.20.0975.30.02c710.2269.70.52750.1476.90.0374.40.0776.80.0874.80.03d67.70.2766.30.4673.90.1976.60.0473.80.0776.50.0974.80.0212Below middle packing690.2967.80.4474.70.2377.30.0474.10.0977.20.0975.30.0212.5a73.70.1972.60.3876.40.177.70.0375.50.0677.50.0875.20.02b72.60.271.50.4375.80.1277.40.0375.20.0677.40.0975.20.02c69.80.2768.50.4774.60.277.40.0474.60.0877.30.0975.30.03d71.90.2170.70.4275.30.1477.50.0375.20.0677.50.0975.30.0213.5a75.20.1374.40.2977.20.0778.10.0376.50.0578.10.0875.60.02b74.30.1573.40.3476.60.0877.70.0375.90.0577.70.0875.40.02c71.60.2770.30.4675.50.1677.70.0375.20.0777.60.0875.50.02d73.80.1772.80.3476.40.1780.03760.05780.0875.70.0214.5a75.90.1275.20.2377.50.0578.20.0376.80.0578.20.0875.70.02b75.30.1474.60.2677.20.0678.10.0376.60.0478.20.0875.70.02c730.2371.90.38760.1377.70.0375.60.0777.60.0875.40.02d74.70.1673.80.2876.80.0878.10.0376.40.0478.10.0875.70.0215.5a76.70.0676.20.1477.80.0478.10.0377.10.0378.10.0875.20.03b76.10.0875.60.1877.50.0478.20.03770.0478.20.0875.70.02c69.32.473.40.376.70.09780.0376.60.3877.90.0875.60.02d75.60.174.90.19770.05780.0376.70.03780.0875.50.0216.5a770.0676.60.12780.04780.04770.04780.0974.50.05b76.70.0676.30.1277.80.0378.10.0377.20.0378.20.0875.40.02c75.50.1174.80.277.10.05780.0376.60.04780.0875.30.02d76.60.0776.10.1377.80.0478.40.0377.40.0378.40.0975.60.0317.5a730.1972.20.4170.50.2967.10.2866.50.3767.40.4162.30.13b750.12740.2273.30.1270.80.1670.30.1271.30.1866.70.16c73.10.1272.30.1872.70.1970.40.18690.1270.40.1766.10.08d73.60.1172.80.1772.30.169.80.1268.90.15700.2165.40.1218Below upper packing72.20.0871.20.2371.90.0470.30.0368.90.0370.10.0866.60.02[^5]Table 3Absorber temperature profiles for LVC cases.Table 3h (m)Position of temperature probe[a](#tbl3fna){ref-type="table-fn"}Case 2ACase 2BCase 2C-1Case 2C-2Case 2C-3Case 2D-1Case 2D-2Case 2ECase 2FT (°C)Std. Dev. (°C)T (°C)Std. Dev. (°C)T (°C)Std. Dev. (°C)T (°C)Std. Dev. (°C)T (°C)Std. Dev. (°C)T (°C)Std. Dev. (°C)T (°C)Std. Dev. (°C)T (°C)Std. Dev. (°C)T (°C)Std. Dev. (°C)0Below lower packing480.13550.22570.24570.23580.12560.35560.17580.22590.290.5a480.13540.15560.22570.2570.15550.14550.15570.31580.19b390.07450.08480.11480.07480.06470.05470.06480.06490.07c360.05430.07460.14460.08460.06450.06450.07460.06470.1d360.04410.08440.15440.09440.08430.07430.11440.09450.11.5a480.09550.11570.12570.14580.09560.13560.12580.1590.1b380.07460.08490.12490.06490.05480.06480.07490.06500.06c470.06580.15630.2630.25640.08610.07610.05640.08660.12d380.04460.07500.18500.14500.09490.08490.08500.06510.12.5a570.15640.14660.12660.22670.06640.11640.1670.13670.1b410.08500.08530.13530.09530.05520.06520.06530.07550.06c480.09560.12580.13580.09590.06570.04570.06580.07600.08d460.07550.13590.13590.23590.07570.11570.09590.1610.13.5a550.12630.12650.13650.18660.06630.08630.07660.08670.09b450.1550.1580.14580.13580.06560.04560.06580.08600.06c420.06530.08570.18570.13570.07560.06560.07570.07590.09d450.06560.11610.19610.23620.1590.1590.06620.1640.094.5a620.2690.15700.12700.23710.05670.09680.07710.09710.07b520.13610.14640.13640.2640.06620.04620.05640.08660.08c440.04540.08590.21590.2600.09570.07570.09600.08610.1d480.09610.14650.19650.21660.08630.09630.07660.12670.085.5a630.21700.16720.11720.21720.05690.07690.05720.09720.06b510.13620.14640.14640.21650.06620.04620.06650.08660.07c490.07600.15650.2650.26660.09630.13630.09660.12670.12d460.08580.11630.22630.26630.09600.06610.08630.07650.16.5a640.21710.16730.11730.2730.05690.06700.06730.07730.05b550.15650.17670.14670.24680.06650.04650.06680.08690.06c480.06590.13650.24640.38660.13620.07630.09660.12670.11d510.12640.15680.18680.24690.07650.08650.08690.1690.067.5a680.26740.15750.08750.18760.04720.06730.06760.07750.04b570.17670.17700.13700.24710.06670.04670.06700.08710.06c550.17670.16700.16700.22710.07670.07670.07710.1710.06d540.1660.14700.16700.26710.08670.09670.06710.1710.088.5a700.24750.14760.07760.16770.03730.06740.05770.06750.03b640.22720.16730.1730.21740.04700.04710.06740.06740.05c570.17690.15720.14720.21720.06690.07690.07720.09720.05d570.12680.17720.15720.22730.06690.1690.06730.07730.069.5a700.25750.12760.07760.14770.04730.06740.05770.05750.03bN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/Ac610.15710.17740.12740.2750.06710.07710.05750.06740.04d610.19720.14740.11740.17750.05710.06720.07750.07740.0410.5a730.23770.1770.06770.11780.03750.05750.05780.03760.03b670.22740.13750.07750.13760.04730.07730.05760.05750.03c680.22750.12760.07760.12760.04730.06730.04760.05750.03d640.17730.15760.09760.17760.05730.08730.05760.05750.0411.5a730.21770.09770.05770.09780.03750.05750.04780.03760.04b720.19760.09770.05770.1770.03750.06750.04770.03750.03c710.17750.09770.05760.09770.03740.05740.04770.03750.03d670.19740.11760.07760.12770.04740.07740.05770.04750.0312Below middle packing680.24750.14770.05770.12770.03740.05740.05770.04760.0312.5a740.16770.06780.04770.07780.03760.05760.04780.03750.03b720.17760.07770.04770.07780.03750.05750.04770.03750.03c690.22750.11770.06770.1780.03740.05750.05770.04760.03d710.19760.08770.05770.07780.03750.04750.04770.03750.0313.5a750.11770.04780.03780.04780.03760.05760.04780.03760.04b740.13770.05780.04770.06780.03760.05760.04780.03760.04c710.22760.09770.05770.08780.03750.05750.04780.03760.03d740.16770.06780.04780.03780.03760.05760.04780.03760.0314.5a760.09780.04780.03780.04780.03770.05770.04780.03760.04b750.1770.04780.03780.04780.03760.05760.03780.03760.04c730.17760.07770.04770.07780.03750.05750.04780.03760.04d740.13770.05780.03780.04780.03760.05760.03780.03760.0415.5a770.05780.03780.03780.02780.03770.05770.04780.04750.05b760.06780.03780.03780.03780.03770.05770.04780.04760.04c740.13770.05780.03780.04780.03760.05760.04780.03760.04d760.08770.03780.03780.04780.03760.06760.03780.03760.0416.5a770.04780.03780.04780.03780.04770.04770.03780.04750.07b770.04780.03780.03780.03780.03770.04770.04780.04760.04c760.08770.04780.03780.03780.03760.05760.03780.04750.05d770.05780.03780.03780.03790.03770.05770.03780.04760.0517.5a720.15700.41670.34660.37670.25660.23660.23670.28630.18b750.08730.14710.15710.13710.15700.06700.11710.14670.16c730.11720.26700.16710.1710.13690.09690.08700.14660.13d730.07720.13700.18700.12700.15690.11690.14700.15650.1418Below middle packing710.09720.06700.04700.03700.03690.04690.05700.04670.06[^6]Table 4Stripper temperature profiles for base cases.Table 4h (m)Position of temperature probe[a](#tbl4fna){ref-type="table-fn"}Case 1A-1Case 1A-2Case 1BCase 1CCase 1DCase 1ECase 1FT (°C)Std. Dev. (°C)T (°C)Std. Dev. (°C)T (°C)Std. Dev. (°C)T (°C)Std. Dev. (°C)T (°C)Std. Dev. (°C)T (°C)Std. Dev. (°C)T (°C)Std. Dev. (°C)01210.031210.021190.031180.021170.051170.041180.030.5a1200.351180.081170.411150.111122.021140.371100.13b1200.051200.031190.11180.061140.391150.11140.11c1190.041180.071130.321130.171030.11070.371110.18dN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/A1.5a1180.061170.151140.711100.191050.21110.61070.1b1190.061190.031180.211150.121110.631140.131100.17c1170.081170.091070.411080.231020.031030.211070.16d1170.111190.071100.241090.171020.041070.271060.112.5a1180.051180.11170.531120.261070.271130.141070.17b1180.071190.051110.291090.181020.041070.281060.09cN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/Ad7757.011180.141060.211080.11050.031050.111080.073.5a1160.121150.231131.111060.21030.11100.291050.07b1140.171170.11040.231050.071020.031030.131050.05c1130.231070.41050.55N/A0.051020.031030.31050.06dN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/A4.5a1170.381150.431131.521070.221050.091090.311070.13bN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/Ac1130.261060.441040.461040.041020.031030.241050.05dN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/A5.5a1100.291090.61071.191040.061020.031040.221050.06bN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/Ac1080.321030.191030.151040.041020.031020.111050.05dN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/A6.5a1060.341030.191030.121040.041020.031020.091050.05b1130.31120.491120.571110.061100.031100.141130.07c1103.131174.421041.341040.121137.91030.151060.34dN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/A7Above stripper packing1080.121100.121090.211100.091090.041090.081120.098Top stripper outlet970.12980.11970.15990.05970.07970.111000.07[^7]Table 5Stripper temperature profiles for LVC cases.Table 5h (m)Position of temperature probe[a](#tbl5fna){ref-type="table-fn"}Case 2ACase 2BCase 2C-1Case 2C-2Case 2C-3Case 2D-1Case 2D-2Case 2ECase 2FT (°C)Std. Dev. (°C)T (°C)Std. Dev. (°C)T (°C)Std. Dev. (°C)T (°C)Std. Dev. (°C)T (°C)Std. Dev. (°C)T (°C)Std. Dev. (°C)T (°C)Std. Dev.\
(°C)T (°C)Std. Dev. (°C)T (°C)Std. Dev. (°C)01210.011190.041170.051170.111180.021150.051150.051160.051180.030.5a1200.051160.11120.431130.411140.091020.241030.261130.111100.13b1200.021180.051150.141150.211160.071100.271110.351140.071140.11c1190.021150.141090.271110.451120.19980.21000.251110.131110.18dN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/A1.5a1180.031120.21030.411050.831070.27940.08970.11070.311070.1b1190.021170.091110.261120.451130.11000.211020.341120.091100.17c1180.031090.34990.261030.691030.32930.06950.081050.311070.16d1170.041050.34970.181000.56990.16930.05960.051010.31060.112.5a1180.041130.191030.451060.891070.27940.12970.121080.271070.17b1180.021080.34970.191000.73990.2930.05950.051020.351060.09cN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/Ad1190.061010.36980.111000.3990.11960.04980.051000.251080.073.5a1160.071000.55960.1980.28960.08930.04950.05970.21050.07b1150.08950.13950.09970.15950.04930.05950.05950.091050.05c1110.24950.11950.09970.15950.03930.05950.05950.091050.06dN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/A4.5a1150.16970.35980.09990.18970.04950.03970.07970.091070.13bN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/Ac1100.35950.09950.08970.14950.03930.04950.05950.081050.05dN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/A5.5a1090.32940.08950.09970.13950.03930.05950.05950.071050.06bN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/Ac1010.39940.06950.08970.13950.03930.05950.05950.071050.05dN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/A6.5a1000.27940.07950.08970.13950.03930.05950.05950.071050.05b1040.261020.111030.091040.131020.031000.051030.061020.071130.07c1055.38950.9613126.54970.12950.04930.03970.18950.061060.34dN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/A7Above stripper packing990.09990.081000.071020.1990.04980.081000.131000.061120.098Top stripper outlet890.09890.05890.08910.11890.04870.08890.16890.061000.07[^8]

2. Experimental design, materials, and methods {#sec2}
==============================================

A lean vapor compressor (LVC) campaign was performed at Technology Centre Mongstad using 30 wt% aqueous monoethanolamine (MEA) and flue gas, with a CO~2~ content of 3.5% supplied by the combined heat and power (CHP) plant at the nearby Equinor refinery.

The amine plant was designed and constructed by Aker Solutions and Kværner. The LVC compressor (Pinnacle LF2140 single stage) was manufactured by Sundyne Compressors. The packing height of absorber and stripper were 18 m and 8 m respectively. Both columns were packed with structured Flexipac 2X.

A simplified process flow diagram illustrating the TCM amine plant configuration with CCGT based CHP flue gas feed, CO~2~ recycle, and the large stripper designed for high CO~2~ content flue gas is exemplified in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. This set-up was utilized in the LVC test campaign.Fig. 1Simplified process flow diagram of the TCM amine plant.Fig. 1

The CHP flue gas is conditioned in a direct contact cooler (DCC) after being enriched with CO~2~ from the CO~2~ product recycle stream. The conditioned flue gas is contacted counter-currently with amine solvent in the absorber. CO~2~ is absorbed, yielding a solvent rich in CO~2~ and a depleted flue gas with low CO~2~ content. The depleted flue gas is released to the atmosphere after being conditioned in the water wash sections. The rich solvent loaded with CO~2~ is pre-heated in the lean/rich cross heat exchanger before entering the stripper column. Additional heat is supplied by steam to the stripper reboiler in order to desorb CO~2~ and regenerate the solvent. The product CO~2~ gas is released to the atmosphere, while the regenerated lean solvent is pumped back to the absorber via the lean/rich cross heat exchanger and the lean cooler. The amine plant is described in detail elsewhere [@bib2], [@bib3], [@bib4].

The large stripper section designed for high CO~2~ content flue gas is also equipped with an optional lean vapor compressor system, as illustrated in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. In the LVC system (see [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), hot lean amine exiting the stripper bottom is throttled to a lower pressure and fed to a flash drum generating vapor. The vapor is compressed and returned to the stripper bottom, while the lean amine is circulated back to the lean amine solvent loop. The LVC has for safety reasons a built-in anti-surge option which is used when flow to the compressor is below design flow. The control of the LVC automatically recycles gas in order to maintain correct compressor operation.Fig. 2Simplified process flow diagram of the LVC.Fig. 2

The superheated steam provides additional energy for regeneration of solvent in the stripper, which has the potential of reducing consumption of low pressure steam in the stripper reboiler.

[Table 6](#tbl6){ref-type="table"} gives an overview of the adjustable process parameters applied in the LVC campaign at TCM.Table 6Overview of the LVC campaign with respect to basic process parameters used.Table 6CaseFocus1A to 1CSolvent flow rate1DCO~2~ capture rate1EStripper pressure1FInlet flue gas CO~2~ concentration2A to 2C-1Solvent flow rate with LVC2C-1 to 2D-2CO~2~ capture rate and LVC pressure2EStripper pressure with LVC2FInlet flue gas CO~2~ concentration with LVC

The LVC campaign was operated in a way that only one parameter was adjusted at a time allowing the plant to reach steady state faster. The campaign was performed with case durations between 3 and 24 hours out of which 1--8 hours were used for calculation of average steady state conditions.
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[^1]: Uncertainty on the lean- and rich loading determination of 4%.

[^2]: Lean and rich loading not measured for case 1A-2.

[^3]: SRD is thermal energy consumption.

[^4]: LVC is electrical energy consumption.

[^5]: There are four parallel temperature sensors, where the legends A, B, C, and D refer to the temperature sensor close to the column wall and inside the packing at horizontal 1 m distance from each other. N/A: Data not available

[^6]: There are four parallel temperature sensors, where the legends A, B, C, and D refer to the temperature sensor close to the column wall and inside the packing at horizontal 1 m distance from each other. N/A: Data not available

[^7]: There are four parallel temperature sensor, where the legends A, B, C, and D refer to the temperature sensor close to the column wall and inside the packing at horizontal 1 m distance from each other. N/A: Data not available.

[^8]: There are four parallel temperature sensor, where the legends A, B, C, and D refer to the temperature sensor close to the column wall and inside the packing at horizontal 1 m distance from each other. N/A: Data not available.
